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The arrestment error is defined as t he error associated with t he arres tment, u nload ing, 
r eloadin g, and release cycle after correction for ba lance drift and chan ges in se nsit iv ity wit h 
beam t ilt. In a well-designed one-pan, two-knife, constant-load balance t he obser vable 
arrestment elTor is eaused by inconstancy of t he perpendicular distance from the effect ive 
point of suspension of t he hangdown to t he effective axis of rotation of t he center knife. 
Fo ur causes for t his distance to vary arc recognized an d t heir effective re moval discussed. 
The requireme nts for two arrestme nt systems are t hen set out, one in whi ch the bala nce 
bearings r e main in contact in de fini tely under nearly co nstant load, the other in wh ich the 
bearings a re un co upled in such a way as to permit t he bear ings to be r ecoupled i n a contact 
con fi guratio n as near ly ident ical to t he p revious con fi gurat ion as poss ible. 

A I-kg test instrument is described with which ma ny balancc syste ms can be experi
mentally invest igated includ ing t he two a rr estme nt sys te ms nw ntione d above (t he "constant
load" a nd " rocki ng-beam" systems) . 

T he a rr'es t ment errol' (expressed as a standard deviat ion) ror t he "rock in g-beam " 
system can be red uced to l.SX lO- 8 of t he load ; for t he "constant-load" system to 3 X J.O-D . 
W hen slight exte rn al vibrat ional d ist urbances a "e not scrup ulous ly excluded occasional u n
p redictable shifts in balance in dicat ion are observed. T hese exccccl t he norm al arrcstment 
errors by a bout an order of magnitu de. T he arrest ment error does not vary greatly wit h 
bealn-s wing period over its nor mal range. 

1. Introduction 

This paper is in a series describin g sLudies 0 11 

sources and possible elimin ation of' residual weighin g 
I errors on balances for weight calibrations operatin g 
i' near the highest attain a ble precision. Previous 

studies were concerned wit il humidiLy of Lhe am
bien t air [1], ,1 wi th oscillation of the pan assembly 
[2], and ''lith the weighing series used [3] . The 
presen t paper describes s tudies on the al'l'eS lm ent 
error in one-pan , two-kn ife constan t-load balances, 
whose sui tability for weighL calibration has been 
previously advocated by P eiser [4]. A general
purpose performance test for such balances has also 
been published [5]. 

The arrestment systems of high-precision balances 
usually in volve complex par ts, they are the most 
difficul t to adjust, and have long been recognized as 
an importan t, if not always the dominatin g source 
of r esidual weighing errors. 

In sec tions 2 and 3 we will describe and define 
terms relating to arres tment sys tems and errors 
which are brough t into relation with the equilibrium 
conditions of a balance with fi\:ed coun terweight. 
In section 4 we discuss the principal residual sources 
of arrestment errors in balances of high precision 
operated exper tly. For each of these errors one 01' 

more possible cures are suggested. In section 5 a 
test instrurnent is described on which sevenl1 kinds 
of arrestments can be tried and evaluated. The 
experimen tal results ar e then given in section 6. 

I Figures in brackets indicate the literature references a t the end of tbis paper. 

2 . Conventional Arrestment and Release 

Figure 1 shows schematically Lhe essell Lin,l pn,rLs 
of the oscillatill g structure of a simple Olle-pall , Lwo-
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FIG U He 1. Schematic sketch oj the oscillating stTtlctw'e oj the 
basic Jorm of the one-pan, two-knife balance. 

T he coun terweigh t is made of such a mass and placed at such a distance that 
the balance is "on·scale" when the design load is placed on the pan. 
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knife substitution balance. Unloading and reload
ing of the pan is potentially the most damaging 
process in a weighing' cycle. The suspension, for 
example, designed to accept vertical loads, may have 
horizontal forces impressed upon it. The arrestment 
system is designed to protect balances during this 
reloading process. 

'Ve define an arrested balance as one placed in a 
condition for unloading and reloading with minimum 
disturbance to the balance adjustment. We define 
a released balance as one in which the beam and 
hangdown can oscillate about the knife-bearings free 
from constraints other than those imposed by the 
gravitational field, the surrounding atmosphere, 
and- if used- a beam-swing damping system. 

The arrestment system is designed to arrest as well 
as to release the balance with the minimum disturb
ance to that balance adjustment. Conventionally 
the system performs the following tasks: 

1. It removes the freedom of swing from the beam. 
2. It removes the freedom of swing from the pan 

and suspension assembly (hangdown). 
3. It fu'mly supports the hangdown so that the 

load flat is no longer in con tact with the load knife 
and so that loads can be placed on and/or removed 
from the pan. 

4. It lifts the beam so that the center knife is out 
of contact with its flat. 

5. It is able to reverse steps 1 to 4 recoupling both 
knives and flats in precisely the original contact 
configuration and releasing the pan without appre
ciable swing. 

Steps 1 to 4 are called arrestment, step 5 release. 

3. The Arrestment Error 

Corwin [6] has previously presented a discussion of 
the arrestment error. Although our analysis differs 
in detail, our ideas are based on his. The arrestment 
error is here defined as the sum of all errors associated 
with the "operating cycle"- that is arrestment, un
loading, reloading, and release. This arrestment 
error is readily measured experimentally by change of 
balance indication upon repeated reloadings of the 
same weight. Random variability of the mass of the 
test weight during the operating cycle would make 
the observed arrestment error too large. If the trans
fer mechanism offers one weight to the pan more 
reproducibly than two different weights , the observed 
arrestment error would be too small. We believe 
both of these effects are negligible in our experiments. 
Slow balance drift and changes of sensitivity with tilt 
are separately evaluated and excluded from the 
experimentally determined arrestment error. 

The inclusion of errors from unloading and re
loading in our definition of arrestment error is an 
important innovation. It is true that loading and 
unloading are not part of the arrestment operation. 
Experimental observations, however, of the errors 
due to arrestment and release alone give observed 
errors that are too low to be significant from the view 
point of a r eal weighing cycle. The significant test of 
an arrestment system is how well it protects the 
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reproductibility of a balance during the unloading 
and reloading operation. 

The idealized equilibrium conditions of a released 
one-pan two-knife balance is: 

M r cos O+ M il P cos cf> = 0, 

where 1\11 is the total mass of the hangdown whose 
effective point of suspension is at a perpendicular 
distance r from the effective center-knife axis. The 
line parallel to the distance r is inclined by 90 + 0 to 
the gravitational-field direction and 1\([il is the mass of 
the beam with its rigidly attached counterweight, the 
combined center of gravity of which is at a perpendic
ular distance p from the effective center-knife axis. 
The line parallel to the distance p is inclined by 90 + cf> 
to the gravitational field. 

0+ cf> is a constant of the balance related to the 
readout angle by another constant. 

In a well-designed beam, to be discussed in a later 
paper, p and cf> will remain constant during a weighing 
cycle to well within the weighing precision. The 
masses M and Mil will also remain constant to higher 
precision. Variability of 0 before and after the arrest
ment cycle must be caused almost exclusively by 
changes in r. This realization simplifies the search 
for possible arrestment errors. One further consid
eration may also be useful. As has been previously 
pointed out [6] one source of variability in r arises 
from nonequality and nonuniformity of knife-edge 
radii. Whereas load-dependence of these imperfec
tions are eliminated as possible sources of weighing 
errol' in constant-load balances, O-dependent varia
tions remain. Balances should therefore be used as 
zero-point instrwnents or calibrated for systematic 
variations with O. Arrestment errors systematic /' 
with the observed quantity, 0, need not be investi
gated; it should be noted that they are excluded by 
the definition given in section 2. 

4. Sources and Elimination of Arrestment 
Errors 

4. 1. Nonparallelism of Knives 

The schematic diagrams (fig. 2) show how the arm 
length r, the perpendicular distance of the effective 
point of suspension (eps) from the effective axis of 
roatation of the center knife, is changed by non
parallel knives when associated with imperfect repro
ducibility of centering of load along a line parallel to 
the terminal knife. 

The parallelism of knives is a most important 
balance adjustment which should always be carried 
out to the highest attainable perfection. N everthe
less the remaining nonparallelism in practice is a 
demonstrable source of weighing imprecision. 
Although all too often forgotten this error was 
recognized long ago by Thiessen [7] and corrected 
by insertion of an intermediate knife edge per
pendicular and coplanar with the terminal knife 
as illustrated in figure 3. The finite curvature of 
the intermediate knife will permit a very small 
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FIGI ' Rlc Z. Th e II pper t.lt'O diagram s ind icate hOll' the e.o·ectillc 
p01:nt of su pport Uhe cps) of the slls pension by the beam is 
callsed 10 migrate along Ih e land kmfe edge dlle 10 fai lure 1.0 
assllre woper cenl.aing of the load on Ihe pan. 

:\ t th(' hOll om is a sketch s howing how til(' ar m If'n ~th , r, ,-aries WiH'Il the t \\-0 
klliy('s HrC' not p<lr~llit' lllnd('r conditions of e llS Illignl tioll. 
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F I G I-RE 4. Th is skelch i ll llslml.es Ihe principle that I.he link 
connecting two universal cOll plings will hang at a consl.ant 
angle wil h res pect 1.0 veri iea l . 
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FH:L-n" 3 . .4.n ex ploded skelch of Ihe osci llali1!g system of the 
apparal.1ls 11sed in Ihe anestm ent stu d y . 

For s implicity, the mechanicnl s tructure wh icl1 mainta ins the load ancl inter
TIledintc fl a ts in their proper relati\'c positions is ne t shown. At the top is an 
ex ploded \"iew of the knife-edge compe nsa tor. 

lllOVelll Cl1 t Or Lbe errecLi \~e point or suspension 
<trising rrolll robtLion or the in termediate knire. 
A universal co upling: or gimbal has been described 
[2] by which th e intermediateknire is always 
vertically alin ed (sec flg. 4) . The major enOl" rrom 
nonparallelism of knives tlLCn remaining arises rrom 
failure or the arrestill ent system precisely Lo reengage 
the suspension wi til the beltin. 

4.2. Change in Inclination of the Terminal Flat 

Tb e exactly I1lhtlogous errol' arising from lack 
of r eproducibility of load centering a long a line 
perpendicular to the terminal-knife is associated 
wit h tlte finite knife mdi us. The enOl' 01' is illus
trated in flgure 5 and is or t he order or poa. where a. 
in mdians is the inclination of t he term inal flat to 
the horizontal and p is the knife-edge radius. Even 
when pir is less than 10- \ 00'. should also be less 
than 10- 4 in balances wOl'king near the highest 
attainable precision. 

Again the universal coupling (fig. 4) assures 
a highly reproducible inclination or the terminal 
fl at, to the precision required [2], and the major 
r emaining error from inclination of the terminal 
flat again arises from failure or the al'l'estment system 
precisely to recngage the suspension. 

4.3. Nonplanarity of Flats 

Figure 6 will be r cadily understood as illustrating 
t he cfYects of nonplanarity or either the center or 
Lhe Lcrminal flat in conjunction with any failure 
to reproduce the exact con tact configuration betweell 
knivcs ,tlld fl ats. 
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FIG URE 6. This sketch i llustrates the vCl1'iabili ty in r dlle to non
re producible n lease on a non-ideal fla/.. 

Although the ('cnter knife is shown in this. sk(' u:h, this sOurce of error is presPllt 
on all knife-flat pairs . 

Of course highly sharp kniYes, and fl ats that are 
planar within a fraction of an opt ical wayelength 
will help to reduce this error , but it is quite clear 
that the only good \my of eliminating this as well 
as the t ,,-o previous errors is not to un couple kni'-es 
and fl ats. 
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FIGt' RE 7. Th is sketch shows a j'eading errOl' whi ch j'esults fro 11/ 

nOn?'eprocl1lcible j·elease. 

4.4. Dependence of Balance Indication on Beam 
Placement 

The error arising from displacement of the pointer 
relative to the scale or equivalent par ts of the 
read-out sys tem is illustrated in figure 7. It is 
another or the errors associated with failure to 
reproduce the precise contact configuration or til(' 
balance bearings but i t differs from the others ill 
that it can be eliminated without resorting to a 
system in which knives are not removed frOlll their 
fla ts. The observing system must be sensitive to 
beam angle alone such as can be attained with an 
autocollimator. 

4.5. Special Requirement for Arrestment Systems in 
in Which Bearings Remain Coupled During a 
Weighing Cycle, "Constant-Load" Arrestment 

Gould [8] after careful study of the one-kilogr am 
balance of the National Physical Laboratory con
cluded that an improvement in performance ,,'ould 
be achieved by retaining center-knife contact. This 
proved difficult experimentally. 

Wit h the simplification associated with a t\\·o
knife design we have stipulated not only that both 
b eari ngs should remain in con tact but thn t t he 
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FIGURE 8_ Sketch oj the appamt1ls 1lsed in the W'Testmenl study. 
Instruments installed but not pert inent to this study are elimina ted [or clarity 

knives should be kept loaded , indefinitely , to nearly 
constant load forces. Our design of constant-load 
arrestment is described in secti.on 5. 

4 .6. Special Requirements for Arrestment Systems in 
Which Bearings Are Uncoupled 

It is r ecognized that situaLions might exist where 
decoupling of balance bearings is necessary. More
over, in our study or sources o[ arrestment errors 
an experim ental distinction between those specifically 
connected with the uncouplin g operation b ecom es 
desirable. It was incumbent upon us to set ou t the 
requirements and to design a neal' optimum 
arrestmen t system in which the bearings are 
uncoupled . 

Corwi n [6] has pointed ou t that in practice moving 
linkages necessar ily in trod lice Jlonideal movements. 
We have therefore required fln arrestment system to 
have no moving part responsible for the precision of 
alinement or the beam or suspension. The aline
ment should be accomplished by members rigidly 
and permanently attached to the balance frame. 

A study of the history of high-precision balances 
and the experience or previous workers in the field 
emphasize the need for the arrestment sys tem to be 
capable of adjustment by simple rapid procedures. 

5 . The Test Instrument 

A flexible test instrument h as been constructed. 
Through the incorporation of . thermocouples, vibra
tion pickups, strain gages, displacement gages, etc., 
it is too complex for routine use as a b al rmce, but 
rather it is designed for the critical study of systems 
for-

fl. fllTestment 
b. damping 
c. operation in controlled atmospheres 
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d . readout of balance indication 
e. vibration control 
f. temperature control. 

Only the first of these, that is the study of arrest
ment systems, is d escribed in this paper. 

Figure 3 is a sketch of salien t members of the 
oscillating system of tbe test instrument . Fjgure 8 
shows the external members necessary to the arrest
ment studies. 

5.1. Bea rings 

Thc n:;-in . long Imives are of T fwt ung G. Th e 
center ;f in. of the terminal knife has been removed 
to accommodate the intermediate-flat structure. 
The knife mounting is illustrated in figure 9. The 
facets are flat to one fringe and this flatness extends 
to within 0.0005 in. of the edge as indicaLed by 
micro-interferometry. 

The agflte flats used are up to foul' frin ges high in 
the center . Whenever electrical con tacL through 
the bearings is n eeded T antung fl ats can be used 
without detectable change in performflnce. 

These are not the best possible bearings. For the 
arrestment studies it may be an advantage to work 
with appreciably non-ideal bearings (for example to 
demonstrate the minimization of the error discussed 
in section 4.3) . 

5.2 . The Bea m and Suspension 

Only a very few special features deserve mention. 
The beam [9] differs from the sketch in figure 1 by 
having a semicylindrical counterw"eight owing to a 
last minute decision to reduce the balance capacity 
to 1 kg. The arm length is 2 inches. In the 
gimbal [5] of the suspension miniature nonmagnetic 
ball bearings are used . In the weight-loading system 
each loading tray can be individually adjusted to 

: match the aspect to the working surface of the pan. 
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5.3. The Arrestment System in Which Bearings 
Remain Coupled ("Constant-Load" System) 

FIGURE 9. The method of mounting and adjusting the knives on 
the beam. 

The mechanical system used for load change with
out uncoupling the bearings is shown in figure 10. 
A spherically ended member is rigidly attached to 
the upper link of the suspension. Immediately 
above this member and attached to the frame of the 
balance is a horizontal flat surface. Both members 
are stainless steel. Arrestment is accomplished in 
two steps. First, a force is gradually applied to the 
system (comparable to the gradual removal of mass 
from the pan) . This causes the suspension to rise 
slowly until the spherical surface comes into gentle 
contact with the flat . The force continues to in
crease; however, further upward suspension motion 
is prevented by the flat. The increase in force re
sults only in driving these two surfaces into firm 
contact. vVhen the force is comparable to a 30-mg 
weight removal, the second step of the process is 
started. This consists of raising the weight-transfer 
tray until the weight on the pan has been lifted free 
fl,nd clear. This condition is shown on the right in 
figure 10. When the pan is empty, the force of 
contact between th e sphere and flat is about 1 kg. The ccntcr knifc is)nounted and adjusted in the same manner. 

INTERMEDIATE 
KNIFE -
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SYSTEM ''RELEASED'' 

FOR RELAT IV E POSITION OF KNI VES UNDER L OAD. 

/ " 'ec,,',,. '"'' ' " " ""OW, 

NOTE THAT KN IVES 
~ REMA IN IN CONTACT 

WHEN SYSTEM IS 
AR RESTED 

VERTICAL POSITION 
OF FLAT PL ANE : 

- RELEASED 
ARRESTED-

SYSTEM "ARRESTED" 

LOADING 
POSITION 

FIGURE 10. The "cons tant-load" method of arrestment. 
For simplicity the assembly of tlats between the load and in termed iate knives is not shown-tbe important point is 

tbat these two knives remain in contact with their associated flats in both the "released" condition (on tbe lelt) an in 
the "arrested" condition (shown on the right). To operate tbe system the weigbt transfer tray is moved upward . When 
it comes iuto contact with the weight on tbe pan (thrreby accepting part of tbe weight·load from the pan) the suspensIOn 
moves upward indicating a smaller weight load. When the sphere (on the suspension) tonches the flat (on the (rame) 
the upward motion of t be suspension is terminated, and continued upward motion of the tray results in lifting the load 
free and clear of the pan. Under these circumstances, the counterweight moment maintains all knives and flats in the 
system in contact and loaded at their operating load level. 
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The next weight is then lowered onto the pan which 
retul'DS the contact lorce between the sphere and 
flat to its previous value or about 30 mg. This 
force is gradually removed which permits Lile sphere 
to fall gently away hom t he flat and oscillate 
around its new equilibrium position. The signifi-

, cant point is that during the entire process the co n
tact forces between the knives and flats in the system 
have varied only slightly from their operating levels. 
Thus, by maintaining contact between knives and 
flats during loading, we have minimized knife-flat 
recoupling errors associated with faulty release. 
The variable force was applied to the system me
chanically by the removal of small weights from 
han gers on the yoke. It might be mentioned here 
that we were able to apply a variable force to the 
beam electrostatically through a condenser arrange
ment shown in figure 8. This was done in connec
tion with ano ther study no t pertinent to arrestment. 
The data presented in this report \·vere taken when 
the beam was manipulated by the addition or re
moval of small weights. The beam can also be 
manipulated by merely raising the weigll t transfer 
tray as shown in figure 10. 

5 .4. The Arrestment System in Which Bea rings Are 
Uncouple d ("Rocking-Beam" System) 

Figure 11 illustrates t he essential features of the 
arrestment system fulfillin g the requirements stated 
in section 4.6. At the top , the balance is shown in 
it "weighing posi tion. " It is rotating about it 
center knife with the suspensio n load indicated by 
the load flat. In the second view the beam lifter 
has forced the counterweigh t end of the beam up
ward and the load end downward until the load flat 
is " just" in co ntact with tlu'ee alinement pins, A, 
B, and B'. Pin B' is on the opposite side of the beam 
and therefore not visible. These pins are rigidly 
attached to the bed p late as illustrated. As the 
beam lifter con tinues upward, the load flat load is 
surrendered by the load knife to the tlu'ee alinement 
pins. For reasons which will be explained later , 
the beam lifter has no t contributed to the system 
alinemen t in this operation. All guidance has been 
achieved by the regular contact characteristics 
between the center knife and flat; and, depending 
upon the geometric perfection of the center knife, 
the motion of the beam has been around the center 

i knife axis. With the con tact broken between the 
load knife and flat, the beam and suspension are 
decoupled and the balance is acceptably arrested. 
Release is accomplished by lowering the beam lifter 
and permitting the load knife and flat to recontact. 
If it is desired to break the center-knife contact, the 
beam is rotated beyond the "partial-arrest" posi
tion to the "complete-arrest" position shown at the 
bottom. The beam-lifter is prevented from placing 
a horizontal force on the system since it is fabricated 
from a ball bearing ridin g on a ball bushing. Thus, 
even though its vertical motion may be imperfect, 
any horizon tal componen t i taken up by the ball 
members. This assembly is shown in figure 12. 

WEIGHING =+-'::::::::+:::::'::::::::---=============r1== POSITION 

ALIN EMENT 
PINS 

FIG lim, 11 . The "Tocking-beam" method oj' al'1·estment. 

RO TATION OF 
TIRE AROUND 
SH AFT 

PROJECTION 
ON BEAM 

STEEL TIRE IN CONTACT 
WITH PROJECTION ON 
BEA M 

BALL BEARING FOR 

;+l~l_Jr:xXXlaxXX:LL_C:~--::; EASY SHA FT ROTATION 

FI GURE 12. The constl'uction details oj' the ball bearing device 
which inhibits the application oj' horizontal componen·~s, to the 
Tocking beam due to imperfect motion of the beam lifter. 

6 . The Observed Arrestment Error 

The quantitative evaluation of the arrestment 
error was accomplished by running the test instru
ment tlu'ough many arrestment cycles (as defined 
in section 3) so that errors associated with slow 
drift could be effectively eliminated. The error in 
read-out indication could be demonstrated to be 
negligible. For the experimen ts here described the 
instrumen t was not artificially damped, and the 
beam period initially used was 32 sec. 
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Apart from the comparison (in section 6.1 below) 
of the "rocking-beam" arrestment system (compare 
section 5.4) with the "constant-load" system (com
pare section 5.3) it was found necessary to investigate 
(in section 6.2) the influence of the beam-swing 
period (in section 6.3), the occasional large arrest
ment errors, and (in section 6.4) the influence of 
external vibrations. 

6.1. Comparison of "Rocking-Beam" With the 
"Constant-Load" Arrestment System 

The first test was performed by using the "rocking
beam" arrestment in the "partial-arrest" mode (as 
described in section 5.4). The same I-kg brass 
weight was used to load the pan during each operating 
cycle. The data taken during this experiment is 
shown in figure 13A. The standard deviation of 
the balance indication for one single observation 
from the estimated mean (shown by the dotted 
line) is about 15 }.Lg, that is 1.5 X 10- 8 of the load. 
The data indicates that at unpredictable intervals 
an arrestment error of about 150 }.Lg (1.5XlO- 7 of 
the load) can occur (see further discussion in section 
6.3). 

The rest of the test program was conducted on the 
mode of arrestmen t in which lmives and flats were 
maintained in contact under constant load through
out the operating cycle (see description in section 
5.3). Several evaluation runs were made- a typical 
set of data is shown in figure 13B. The standard 
deviation in this run is about 5 }.Lg (5)<10-9 of the 
load) which does not differ significantly from the 
standard deviation of 4.8 }.Lg based on 80 points 
taken in several similar experiments. As predicted 
in section 4 the "constan t-Ioad" arrestment is signifi
cantly superior to the "rocking-beam" system. 

6.2. The Influence of Beam-Swing Period on 
Arrestment Errors 

When by sensitivity adjustment the beam-swing 
period was increased to 65 sec, the standard deviation 
associated with the arrestment error apparently 
increased (fig. 14, curve A). 

A closer inspection of the experimental points, 
however, suggests that the error associated with one 
of the arrestment cycles is abnormally high. If one 
concludes that the disturbance to the balance during 
this cycle was unusually large and that it should 
therefore be rejected as unrepresentative, one can 
reinterpret the same data as in curve B in figure 14. 
The standard deviation is now about 3 }.Lg, that is 
slightly better than for the shorter beam-swing 
period. 

6 .3. The Occasional Large Arrestment Error 

For all the runs so far described it soon became 
obvious that occasional very large arrestment errors 
were typical. These could not just be explained by 
a statistical spread of random results; nor could 
they be predicted by any irregularities in balance 
handling. It may be mentioned in passing that a 
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FIGURE 13A. Variations in the indicated change in mass, 
plotted as a function of time when run through 24 operating 
cycles (defined in the text of the report) using the Tocking beam 
method of arrestment. 

B. Variations in the indicated change in mass, plotted 
as a function of time when run through 24 operating cycles 
using the constant load method of arrestment. 

In this experiment the frequency of the beam system as 1/32 cis. 

C. Variations in data when the instrument is operated at 
1/65 cis in a low vibration ambient. 

possibly similar effect is associated with the operation 
of the NPL balance [8], where occasional observations 
are rejected for presumed mishandling of an arrest
ment system in which skill is known to playa consid
erable part. 

6.4. The Influence of External Vibrations 

The occasional unpredictable jump in balance 
indication became of great importance to this study 
of arrestment errors. Rejection of some observations 
is properly resisted by experimenters. Without such 
rejection the observed arrestment error and ultimate 
weighing precision is appreciably affected by these 
occasional unpredictable jumps in balance indication. 

It was ultimately discovered that when all vibra
tional disturbances (nearby ventilation motors and 
air-conditioning compressors) were removed the 
occasional large shifts in indication did no longer 
occur. The observed arrestment error was reduced 
from 5 to about 3 }.Lg (see fig. 130). 
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FIGU RE 14A. Variations in indicated change in mass during 
seven operating cycles. 

Balance frequency was 1/65 cis. 

B. This is the same da ta as was presented in figure 14A but 
with most of the data spread f01·ced into one major shift. 
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